STATE OF TEXAS COUNTY
OF BRAZORIA CITY OF
LAKE JACKSON
BE IT KNOWN that the Planning Commission of the City of Lake Jackson met in regular session on March 1, 2022,
at 6:30 p.m. in Lake Jackson, Texas with the following agenda:
Locke Sanders
Harry Sargent
Jeff Gilbert
Matthew Bjune
Joe Rinehart
John Fey

Modesto Mundo, City Manager
Milford John-Williams, Asst. to City Manager
Sal Aguirre, City Engineer
Athelstan Sanchez, Asst. City Engineer
Eddie Herrera, Project Manager
Anamaria Acuña, Asst. City Secretary
Sherri Russell, City Attorney

Vinay Singhania, Council Liaison
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Mr. Sargent led the pledge of allegiance.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – January 4, 2022
Minutes were approved as presented.
VISITOR COMMENTS
There were no visitor comments.
DISCUSS AND CONSIDER PRELIMINARY AND FINAL REVIEW AND ACTION ON REPLAT OF LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST
SUBDIVISION OUT OF TRACTS 2 AND 3 OF THE REPLAT OF PART H. BLUNCK SUBDIVISION FILED ON MARCH 1,
2022
Mr. Aguirre mentioned that the interested party is not present but proceeded to review over the memo below.
Engineer’s memo:
The nature of this replat falls within the definition of an amendment since it does not create additional lots but
assembles two tracts of land into one by simply erasing the common lot line between them. This is the step in the
process that Calido Guitars development has lagged since it started back in July 2021.
As the development approaches final construction, the impending certificate of occupancy requirement spurred
this to completion. The owner Mr. Baugh is requesting to combine two single original platted tracts 2 and 3 of the
replat of part of the H. Blunck Subdivision into one lot for compliance with the development requirements.
Our administrative and final review checklist is provided to you with all content and format items as complete and
recommendation that you consider its approval.

Mr. Aguirre advised that there is a typo of a name of the street but advised that the corrections can be
handwritten.
Mr. Rinehart motioned to approve the preliminary and final review and action on replat of Lighthouse Baptist
Subdivision out of Tracts 2 and 3 of the replat of part H. Blunck Subdivision filed on March 1, 2022, with the
correction the misspellings of the name on the street seconded by Mr. Bjune with all present members voting
“aye,” the motion was approved.
DISCUSS AND CONSIDER SETBACK REQUIREMENTS FOR PROPERTY THAT ABUTT GREENSPACE
Mr. Mundo shared that a citizen reached out to the mayor after staff denied a plan submittal. The plan submitted
included a building that was over 200 square feet, which is larger than an accessory structure. Anything over 200
square feet must be built on a buildable area.
Engineer’s memo:
A resident that lives next to Key Club Park requested consideration of building a workshop within 15-ft of the rear
yard setback. The proposed workshop is 360 square feet. Currently, our regulations in the R2 zone, do not allow a
structure within the setback, unless it is an accessory structure under two hundred square feet.
The resident requested an exception from City since they do not back another home but instead a park. City Council
has requested the Planning Commission review of the setback requirements for homes and if a change should be
made to the setback requirements when a home borders greenspace. In your packet is a small sample of
neighboring cities setback requirements. The City of Pearland is the only city that provides for an alternate setback,
and it is more stringent when a home is next to a thoroughfare.
Mr. Mundo shared that the requestor asked if the 15-ft. setback was necessary when they abut greenspace. This
question has never been considered and Council has requested both the Park Board and the Planning Commission
to discuss the possible negative effects that were not considered.
Mr. Aguirre requested the address that requested. Mr. Walton shared that the location is on the corner lot of
Dogwood and Daffodil, at 627 Dogwood.
Mr. Mundo reminded the commission that this is not specific to the property, staff is using that location as an
example.
Mr. Mundo shared that staff created a quick survey for surrounding cities on how we compare to R2 setbacks.
Staff searched for a noted exception, but the only exception was Pearland. Pearland is more stringent in which it
was a rare side setback, noting if the house was close to a thoroughfare the setback was greater.
Mr. Sanders asked if the main reason for general setbacks were due to fire reasons.
Mr. Walton shared that the setbacks are due to other code requirements that would restrict more than just
setbacks. The other code requirements are fire access, density, light, and ventilation. The closer together
buildings and structures: (1) you lose light and air movement, (2) grass doesn’t grow, (3) water starts to collect,
(4) drainage becomes poor.
Mr. Walton shared that they did not want to focus on the individual lot, but staff did visit the location. Staff

advised the different options he could take. Mr. Walton advised that the individual does have a request open
with the (ZBA) Zoning Board of Adjustments. Mr. Walton clarified that the broad question for the commission is,
should there be an exception in the zoning ordinance for setbacks.
Mr. Mundo stated that there is also a utility and drainage easement. The question raised by the requester was,
why does the setback have to be 15-ft. when backed to a park and why not 10-ft. Mr. Mundo asked the
commissioners if they believe there should be an exception to a park or an open lot.
Mr. Gilbert stated that the setback is not the issue. He further explained that if he were building a 200-sq. ft.
building, we would not be here. The issue is should there be an exception when backing up to a park or open
greenspace to increase the square footage allowed of an outbuilding (accessory building).
Mr. Gilbert stated that he thinks that our setback requirements are reasonable comparing to our neighboring
cities. Mr. Gilbert stated that the reason the requester came forth was not due to the setback requirements but
due to the size of the building.
Mr. Gilbert shared that one of the councilmembers concerns was the sale of a park, which rarely happens so he
would not worry about that. The question is would it be appropriate for the city to increase the size and if so to
what size.
Mr. Rinehart stated that if we agree to change the size requirements for one person then we will have to for
everyone, which would lead to an ordinance change that we may not want.
Mr. Mundo explained to Council that if they agreed to this individual’s request that they would have to do an
ordinance change for everyone. Mr. Mundo stated that going to the ZBA would not be recommended as he did
not see a hardship, but he still has the right to go to the board and try.
Mr. Rinehart stated that he too does not agree that there is a hardship if the individual is aware of what size the
building is supposed to be.
Mr. Gilbert questioned what the purpose of the building would be that it could not be fulfilled with the maximum
required size. Mr. Walton shared that when an applicant comes to submit plans, they cannot question the use of
the building. Mr. Walton stated that the accessory buildings are nothing more than storage or a wood workshop.
Mr. Walton stated that the requestor does have an existing shed adjacent to his garage but with the plans of
creating the new building the shed will be removed. The individual’s house is “L” shaped thus not leaving him
much yard space, which is why he believes he has a hardship. The City Attorney has advised the ZBA that the
hardship cannot be self-imposed.
Mr. Sargent asked what the limitations are for the accessory buildings. Mr. Walton informed him that an
accessory structure can be up to 50% of the property for most of the residential zones. The exception to State is
if your accessory building were 200-sq. ft. or less then you could move it within 5-ft. of the property line.
Mr. Sargent questioned if anything would vary if the addition was attached to the garage. Mr. Walton stated if he
did that then it would be considered a home edition, which would be subjected to the same setback of 15-ft.

Mr. Walton did speak to the requester about building a structure that is 200-sq. ft. And as needed, he can come
back and add an additional accessory structure because there is no set limit, as long as they do not cover more
than 35% of the lot.
Mr. Gilbert will feel more comfortable if the requester goes before the ZBA arguing a hardship rather than
changing the ordinance. He believes an argument could be made and state that it is not a self-imposed hardship
and that the requester is improving his property. Mr. Gilbert understand that Ms. Russell is vouching for the best
interest of the city so that will be up to them.
Mr. Sargent stated that the concern of the requester wanting to push the accessory building closer to the
property/ easement line could cause a mosquito infestation under the raised building. Mr. Walton shared that
due to the building size it will most likely be a slab. Mr. Walton also advised that with any structure the builder is
advised to draining would pull away from the property.
Mr. Rinehart stated he is not up for changing anything and advised the requester to go to ZBA. Mr. Rinehart stated
that he feels that changing the ordinance would create issues.
Mr. Mundo asked if the commissioners believe that there should be an alternate rule or exception for a setback
if there is not anything behind any greenspace. He stated that they purposely left greenspace without a definition
should they choose to define or make any suggestions.
Mr. Sanders asked if Mr. Mundo had any recommended solutions and for the requester would be. Mr. Mundo
shared that he doesn’t see a reason to change the ordinance and agrees with Mr. Gilbert’s stance. (Let the
requester go to the ZBA).
Mr. Gilbert stated his old property backed a park and if all of neighbors had the same argument, nobody would
be able to enjoy the park as there would be nothing but buildings visible.
Mr. Bjune mentioned that the city has talked about extending paths for the draining systems and have buildings
near the easements and property lines would make it very difficult. He mentioned that he is also against changing
the ordinance.
Mr. Gilbert reiterated that the requester would not be interested in changing the setbacks, but he would want
the sizes of the accessory increased.
Mr. Gilbert asked if they could review the location of the requester to see what other mediations he could analyze.
Mr. Rinehart stated if they agree to make any changes for this location, they will also have to make exceptions
for the homes near the (Laurel Street Pocket Park) park on Magnolia.
Engineering was able to find the requester’s property per Mr. Gilbert’s request. The commissioners reviewed the
amount of space that may be potential
Mr. Mundo stated this requester is doing this step by step and that they praise him for going through the correct
steps.

Mr. Sanchez stated that he would like to caution the commissioners from allowing individuals to increase the
number in size of the accessory buildings to ensure that they are not encroaching and reducing the greenspace
of the property.
Mr. Walton shared that the requester has the space to place the building he wants there, and he does have a
considerable amount of greenspace. If the home builder would’ve built the house closer to Dogwood, he would
have had more space in his backyard and is still within the 35%. After removal of existing shed and adding the
building he has requested he would be at about 29.28%.
Mr. Sanders requested the commission to share any suggestions and/ or motions.
Mr. Rinehart is in favor of leaving it as is and suggested that the citizen go to the ZBA or back to Council. Mr. Fey
agreed that he also thinks that the ordinance should stay as is.
Mr. Gilbert shared that there are reasons why the ordinance is set the way it is.
Mr. Sargent and Mr. Bjune also agreed with prior comments from Mr. Rinehart.
DISCUSS APPROPRIATE ZONING AND REGULATIONS FOR FOOD TRUCK PARKS
Engineer’s memo:
The City has been approached about allowing food truck parks within the City. At this same time City Council has
directed staff to revise guidelines for individual food trucks. The proposed guidelines will limit a developed property
to only one food truck. A food truck park would specifically cater to more than one truck. The pressing question
posed to the Planning Commission is the appropriate zone for a food truck park.
Mr. Walton went over the presentations below:

Mr. Walton expressed that food truck parks are popular in communities. He listed examples of cities that’s have
food truck parks are Austin, Houston, Humble (private development) and Waco. Mr. Walton stated that there has

been a total of three individuals that want to create a food truck park. He explained that there needs to be
standards in place for zoning and regulations for these requesters.

Mr. Sargent wanted to confirm what was being regulated, and questioned Mr. Walton if this would affect special
events. Mr. Walton clarified that the discussion is for food trucks being parked and creating a food truck park(s)
that would be considered a permanent basis and not like an event where they are temporary.

Mr. Walton stated that the planning commission will need to decide what zone fits best for a food truck court.
He also stated that they need to consider what type of buffers would be required between food truck courts and
residential businesses.

Mr. Sargent questioned if restrooms should be available for their clients. Mr. Walton stated that could be an
added requirement, but TFER only requires restrooms for the workers.

Mr. Sargent asked if they should allow generators. Staff recommended permanent power and utilities to avoid
the loud noises of the generators.
Mr. Gilbert stated staff wants to able to have requirements set so that they can get an answer for these potential
requesters. Mr. Gilbert suggested an existing location for a food truck court could be on Plantation.
Mr. Mundo stated there were at least 3 people that inquired about food trucks and Mr. Mundo said that there is
still someone waiting to find out what the requirements would be. Mr. Mundo shared that one individual
mentioned the possibility of downtown.

There was discussion to where they would have room for an empty lot and whether there was even one available
in the downtown location. Mr. Gilbert mentioned that he thinks the idea of having food trucks downtown
wouldn’t be a bad idea if there was space for it as he thinks there is the potential for lots of business.
Mr. Walton stated that there are two restaurants downtown that use a food truck permanently mounted as their
kitchen. They are inspected similarly to a commercial kitchen.
Mr. Walton questioned if Lake Jackson should include zoning for the development where more than one food
truck can park (allowing food truck courts). He stated that the city cannot be specific to a certain lot.
Mr. Sargent stated the entrepreneur would have to propose what zone they would want.
Mr. Walton shared that one of the requesters wanted to buy a lot that was for sale on Plantation. Unfortunately
for that requester, the lot was sold to someone else. She has bought land in Brazoria is in the process of creating
a food truck court there. Another requester has property in the area, and they could develop a food truck once
they are given guidelines.
Mr. Rinehart shared that he thinks security should be added to the list of considerations.
Mr. Sargent asked if the food truck, itself must be moveable or if that is a proposal for the food truck court. Mr.
Walton stated that they presented Council with a list of proposals and the commission could suggest exceptions
for the number of days the food truck can stay parked because it will be on a commissary. The food trucks would
still need to be movable, meaning the tires are still in good condition.
Mr. Sargent asked if there should be limitations on food trucks and would mobile homes that do not have tires
be allowed on the food courts. Mr. Gilbert is against mobile homes as they are considered permanent and not
the same concept as food trucks.
Mr. Gilbert also mentioned that he is aware that food trucks get inspected often and discussed the timeframe of
how long they can be parked.
Mr. Rinehart asked if there were a provision that would prevent an individual from living in a food truck. Mr.
Walton discussed the difference between an RV and food truck stating that this would be taken care of by code
and enforcement. Mr. Walton also suggested to include the definition of an RV versus a food truck to the
ordinance to avoid that issue.
Mr. Rinehart is in favor of food truck courts but requested more information and studies from staff. Mr. Walton
asked Mr. Rinehart to specify his concerns.
Mr. Rinehart stated that the grease interceptor should have a minimum size and distinguish whose
responsibilities it would be for maintenance of the interceptor. Mr. Walton shared that the grease interceptors
would have to be sized according to engineering standards for the use. He continued stating that the servicing of
the grease interceptors would be the owner’s (of the lot) responsibility.
Mr. Walton questioned the commission if they believe food trucks should have zoning requirements.

Mr. Rinehart stated that he approved the notion of having food trucks downtown but also recommended the
east side of Planation.
Mr. Rinehart asked Mr. Walton if there was a draft of what the ordinance would include.
Mr. Walton shared that there was not a proposed ordinance yet but if the commissioner’s needed a draft to
suggest zones.
Mr. Mundo stated that staff will draft an ordinance, suggest zones as well as have other options available. He
shared that staff suggested food trucks be zoned similarly to restaurants. Mr. Rinehart asked if they had
suggestions for a specific location. Mr. Mundo clarified that staff could only suggest zones and not locations.
Mr. Aguirre shared that although he is not against the concept of food truck courts, he has concerns about parking
in certain zoning areas. For instance, downtown has a special condition that allows any business that sets up there
be exempt of parking and landscape.
There are other locations that have the space for the court, but they would need to ensure that the proper
drainage (retentions) would be required for the lots.
Mr. Fey has a concern about the competition the creation of the food trucks would create if they were near the
existing businesses downtown.
Mr. Mundo stated that the city cannot restrict the amount of business in a location. As for the parking downtown,
the businesses are not required to add parking, but the existing parking is all they get and must make do with
what they have.
Mr. Aguirre stated that the demand for this type of business will require more parking. Mr. Mundo stated that
downtown has a set parking. Mr. Aguirre shared that was his concern for that specific area.
Mr. Sanders requested staff to create a draft to cover all the basics.
Mr. Sanders took a poll on whether the commissioners agreed to the concept of food truck courts, with Mr. Fey
voting that he was against, Mr. Sargent stated he was neutral, and all others present voted that they were in
favor.
Glen Jones - 118 Cypress
Mr. Jones expressed that his biggest thing to consider about food truck courts, is that they quickly become
entertainment areas. He shared that when considering a zone, he would suggest ensuring a location or zone that
can accommodate all the noise such as possible bands and loud music that come with the crowds of food trucks.
Mr. Mundo shared that council is already considering and discussing limiting the proximity of how close a food
truck can be to a residential area because of the potential noise.
Mr. Walton shared that staff will be sure to consider the potential noise issue and remind both City Council and
the Planning Commission once they have a draft.

Mr. Sanders asked Mr. Walton if they could also consider the hours of operation.
Mr. Gilbert thanked Mr. Walton for his presentation.
SIGNATURE OF DOCUMENTS
Mr. Aguirre explained that they were supposed to have the Replat of Lighthouse Baptist Subdivision, but this
can be signed at the next meeting as they did not receive the paperwork.
ITEMS OF COMMUNITY INTEREST
o Mr. Sargent asked what the inclined concrete near the police department will become.
 Mr. Mundo shared that it will be water jetted tiles in the shape of the City’s logo, but they are
waiting on materials.
o Mr. Rinehart asked for an update over Huisache project.
 Mr. Walton shared that they did meet on Friday, February 25, 2022, and shared that
groundwork should start soon.
 Mr. Herrera gave updates on utility work, drainage, and detention pond improvements. He
also shared that Mr. Stuckey is no longer with the company. Mr. Adam Greene is now in charge
of the project, but everything is still set for the same.
o Mr. Sargent shared that a water hydrant on Yaupon / Oyster Creek Drive got hit.
 Mr. Herrera corrected him and shared that it blew off due to a push on valve and assured that
it will be relocated and fixed but there is a long wait time due to the wait time of materials.
o Mr. Rinehart asked for an update on the apartments (Plantation Villa) as he has noticed pipes sticking out
for a long period of time.
 Mr. Walton gave an update saying that rise in cost and materials is a big factor, but he will
reach out to get an update on the construction activity.
o Mr. Sanders asked for update on the downtown project.
 Mr. Herrera gave a summary of updates on North Parking Place, waterlines, and summarized
that there are 8 phases for the entire project.
 Each phase will take about 6 weeks. Mr. Aguirre shared the total estimated time for completion
is predicted to take about 365 days.
o Mr. Walton shared new upcoming business.
SET NEXT MEETING DATE
Tuesday, April 5, 2022, at 6:30 p.m.
ADJOURN
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 8:00 p.m.
These minutes read and approved this _____ day of _____________ 2022.
Locke Sanders, Chairman
Matt Bjune, Secretary

